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ABSTRACT
This study provides a quantitative analysis to investigate the effects of cough intensity and initial mucus thickness on the mucus transport and clearance in a mouth-to-trachea airway geometry using an experimentally validated Volume of Fluid (VOF) based multiphase model. In addition, the accuracy of simplifying mucus as Newtonian fluid is also quantified by the comparisons of mucus transport and clearance efficiencies with the simulations using realistic shear-thinning non-Newtonian fluid viscosities as a function of shear rate. It proves that the VOF model developed in this study can capture air–mucus interface evolution and predict the mucus transport behaviors driven by the expiratory cough waveforms. Numerical results show that noticeable differences can be identified between the simulations using simplified Newtonian fluid and the realistic non-Newtonian fluid viscosity models, which indicates that an appropriate non-Newtonian fluid model should be applied when modeling mucus transport to avoid the possible inaccuracy induced by the Newtonian fluid simplification. Furthermore, the results also indicate that an intense cough can enhance the mucus clearance efficiency in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) upper airways. Additionally, although higher mucus clearance efficiency is observed for severe COPD conditions with a thicker mucus layer, there is a possibility of mucus accumulation and obstruction in the upper airway for such a COPD condition if the cough is not strong enough, which will possibly cause further breathing difficulty. The VOF model developed in this study can be further refined and integrated with discrete phase models to predict the mucus clearance effect on inhaled particles explicitly.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The inner surface of the airways is covered by airway mucus, which serves as a highly effective defender to trap inhaled toxicants and clear them out of the human respiratory systems driven by cilia beating motion and cough.2–4 Mucus is identified as a non-Newtonian fluid and presents viscoelastic behaviors and shear-thinning characteristics.5–9 It has been observed that shear stress between air and mucus is proportional to the square of the airflow rate in the lung airways.10 In a healthy lung, the mucus thickness is between 2 μm and 50 μm in the trachea and ~7 μm in the conducting airways.11–16 However, with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), mucus will be hyper-secreted, leading to impaired clearance efficiency for inhaled particles and pathogens.17,18 Specifically, the hyper-secretion results in increased mucus viscosity and thickness, which can potentially block the airway, reduce the gas exchange efficiency, and increase the resistance of mucus to be cleared by coughs.19–21 The mucus viscosity in the diseased lung can range from 0.01 Pa s to 100 Pa s with shear-thinning characteristics.22–25

Research efforts have been made to study the mucus movement and clearance in simplified and idealized human upper airways using both experiments and computational studies. Qualitative studies have identified that airflow rates, mucus layer thickness, and viscosity are the essential factors affecting mucus clearance in the pulmonary airways.26,27,28 It has been proved that high expiratory airflow rates can overcome the viscous resistance and gravity and clear the mucus out more effectively.29–32 Although experiments have been carried out to investigate the mechanism of mucus clearance driven by airflow in straight tubes to approximate the trachea,33–35 it is still
challenging to perform such investigations in physiologically realistic airway replicas due to the geometric complexity. To address the knowledge gap mentioned above in geometries with realistic airway anatomy, the Volume of Fluid (VOF) methods and Eulerian wall film model have been employed to track both air and mucus phases. Specifically, Paz et al. employed a transient three-dimensional (3D) VOF model to study the mucus movement and clearance in both a straight tube and a subject-specific trachea model. They found that an oscillating airflow would enhance clearance by up to 5% more than a steady-state airflow in the straight tube and in the trachea. Simplifying mucus as a Newtonian fluid, Rajendran and Banerjee employed a VOF model and simulated steady-state expiration of air–mucus two-phase flow in an idealized bifurcating geometry, representing generation 0 (G0) to generation 2 (G2). They discovered that Dean’s flow in the bifurcations could lead to non-uniform mucus thickness distributions. Other than using the VOF method, Ren et al. employed the Eulerian wall film model and found that mechanical ventilation techniques can significantly improve the mucus flow clearance efficiency compared to spontaneous coughing.

However, many vital questions have not been answered, i.e., (1) Will simplifying the mucus as a Newtonian fluid significantly impact the mucus movement and clearance predictions compared with using the more realistic non-Newtonian fluid properties? (2) How do COPD-induced variations in mucus thickness and viscosity influence the cough-driven mucus movement and clearance efficiency?

To partially answer the above-mentioned questions, this study employed an experimentally validated 3D VOF model to predict the cough-driven mucus transport and clearance in an idealized upper airway model from the mouth to trachea. Specifically, the k-ω transitional Shear Stress Transport (SST) model has been employed in this study to capture the laminar-to-turbulence flow patterns. To investigate the impacts of mucus viscosity, mucus thickness, and cough intensity on mucus transport and clearance, both Newtonian and non-Newtonian viscosity models were used. Specifically, two different mucus thicknesses, i.e., 1.0 mm and 0.5 mm, were employed, representing different severities of the COPD conditions. Furthermore, two cough waveforms with different average flow rates were used, and the resultant mucus movements and clearances were compared.

II. NUMERICAL METHOD

A. Geometry and mesh

To unveil the underlying fluid dynamics of disease-specific air–mucus flows with different mucus thicknesses, two idealized mouth-to-trachea (MT) models were created based on the upper airway model used in existing experimental and numerical studies. Different mucus thicknesses represent different COPD severities (σ = 1.0 mm and σ = 0.5 mm), i.e., GOLD I and GOLD II, respectively. To comprehensively analyze the regional mucus transport behaviors under various cough and disease conditions, the MT model is divided into three different zones, i.e., zone 1 (Z-1), zone 2 (Z-2), and zone 3 (Z-3).

For the computational mesh, poly-hexcore meshes were generated using Ansys Fluent Meshing (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA). Mesh details for the two MT models are shown in Table I and in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). Grid sensitivity was investigated by the comparisons of non-dimensionalized velocity profiles V at the selected lines, i.e., A–A’ and B–B’, with an inhalation airflow rate 27.5 ml/s at the mouth opening.
Using different meshes (see Table I), the comparisons between the nondimensionalized velocity magnitude $V'$ along lines $A$–$A'$ and $B$–$B'$ are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). It can be observed that mesh 1 and mesh 4 are too coarse to obtain accurate results. The variations in simulated velocity profiles are within 1.0% between mesh 2 and mesh 3 and between mesh 5 and mesh 6 [see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. Thus, mesh 2 and mesh 5 are selected as the final meshes for both MT models with the optimal balance between computational efficiency and accuracy.

### B. Governing equations

The Volume of Fluid (VOF) model can be employed to track the interface of two immiscible fluids, and it has dominant advantages to trace the changes in surface tension on the interface between mucus flow and airflow. In this study, air and mucus are considered as the primary phase and the secondary phase, respectively. Air and mucus are assumed to be non-interpenetrating. To track both phases, the mucus volume fraction is defined as

$$x_m = \frac{V_m}{V},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $x_m$ is the mucus volume fraction, $V_m$ is the mucus volume in a certain mesh cell, and $V$ is the mesh cell volume. The air volume fraction is obtained based on the following constraint:

$$x_a = 1 - x_m.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Accordingly, the air–mucus mixture properties can be determined by

$$\rho = x_mp_m + x_a\rho_a,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$\mu = x_mp_m + x_a\mu_a,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\rho$ and $\mu$ are the mixture density and viscosity, respectively.

It is worth mentioning that existing studies assume mucus as a Newtonian fluid. However, since mucus is non-Newtonian and a shear-thinning liquid, it is unknown whether the Newtonian simplification will induce significant differences in the predictions of mucus transport and clearance. Therefore, to address the above-mentioned gap, this study employed both Newtonian and non-Newtonian mucus viscosity models and compared the differences in the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation results. Specifically, mucus viscosity 7.9 Pa s was employed in this study for the Newtonian fluid simulations. In addition, a non-Newtonian power-law model was also employed in this study to represent the more realistic shear-thinning behaviors. Specifically, the non-Newtonian $\mu_m$ can be defined as

$$\mu_m = \begin{cases} \mu_{m\text{Min}} (\gamma \geq \gamma_{\text{Max}}) \\ \alpha \mu_f (\gamma_{\text{Min}} < \gamma < \gamma_{\text{Max}}) \\ \mu_{m\text{Max}} (\gamma \leq \gamma_{\text{Min}}). \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5a-b)

In Eqs. (5a)–(5c), $\alpha$ is the consistency index (CI), which is the average mucus viscosity, and $b$ is the power-law index, which is equal to $-0.85$ in this study. In addition, $\gamma_{\text{Min}}$ and $\gamma_{\text{Max}}$ are minimum and maximum shear rates, respectively. The mucus viscosities, i.e., 1.0 Pa s–14.8 Pa s with corresponding minimum and maximum shear rates representing the COPD conditions, were employed to study the non-Newtonian fluid affecting mucus transport behaviors (see Fig. 3).

### 1. Continuity equation

The continuity equation for the mucus can be given as

$$\rho_m \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial t} x_m + \nabla \cdot (x_m \vec{v}_m) \right) = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $\vec{v}_m$ is the mucus velocity vector and $x_m$ is the mucus volume fraction defined by Eq. (1). Accordingly, the air volume fraction $x_a$ can be determined using Eq. (2).

### 2. Momentum equation

The momentum equation for the air–mucus mixture is solved and given by

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho \vec{v}) + \nabla \cdot (\rho \vec{v} \vec{v}) = -\nabla p + \nabla \cdot (\mu (\nabla \vec{v} + \nabla \vec{v}^T)) + \rho g + \vec{F}_{\text{CSF}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $\vec{v}$ is the velocity vector, $g$ is the gravity vector, and $p$ is the pressure. The mixture density $\rho$ and viscosity $\mu$ can be determined by Eqs. (3) and (4). $\vec{F}_{\text{CSF}}$ is the surface tension force (CSF), which only applies at the air–mucus interface. Specifically, $\vec{F}_{\text{CSF}}$ can be calculated by

$$\vec{F}_{\text{CSF}} = 2\beta \frac{\rho\kappa}{\rho_m + \rho_a},$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $\beta$ is the surface tension coefficient, which is equal to 0.032 N/m. Specifically, Eq. (8) is based on the CSF method, in which the surface curvature $\kappa$ can be defined as

$$\kappa = \nabla \cdot \hat{n},$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

### Table I. Mesh details in the mesh independence tests for air-driven mucus clearance simulations using the VOF model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometry</th>
<th>Mesh</th>
<th>Prism layers</th>
<th>Minimum-size (mm)</th>
<th>Volume-maximum skewness</th>
<th>Volume elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper airway ($\sigma = 1.0$ mm)</td>
<td>Mesh 1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1 878 487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mesh 2 (final)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>6 280 525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mesh 3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>9 000 552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper airway ($\sigma = 0.5$ mm)</td>
<td>Mesh 4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1 472 425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mesh 5 (final)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>6 785 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mesh 6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>11 735 372</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ \vec{n} = \nabla \alpha, \quad \hat{n} = \frac{\vec{n}}{\|\vec{n}\|}, \]

(10)

\[ \vec{n} = \hat{n}_w \cos \theta_w + \hat{t}_w \sin \theta_w, \]

(11)

where \( \kappa \) is the surface curvature, \( \vec{n} \) is the divergence of the unit normal, \( \alpha \) is the volume fraction, and \( \hat{n} \) is the gradient of the volume fraction.

\[ V^* = \frac{V}{V_{ini}} \]

(12)

To better model the surface curvature \( \kappa \) in Eq. (9) where the mucus layer is very thin, the effects of wall adhesion at the air–mucus interface is considered in terms of the equilibrium contact angle \( \theta_w \) between the fluid and the airway wall. The contact angle \( \theta_w \) is used to correct the surface normal vectors of the near-wall mesh cell faces, which is given by

\[ \hat{n} = \hat{n}_w \cos \theta_w + \hat{t}_w \sin \theta_w, \]

where \( \hat{n}_w \) and \( \hat{t}_w \) are unit normal and tangential vectors to the wall, respectively.

C. Mucus clearance efficiency

To calculate the mucus clearance efficiency \( \eta_{ce} \), the definition in a previous study is employed, i.e.,

\[ \eta_{ce} = -\frac{\Delta V_m}{V_{ini}} \times 100\%, \]

(13)

FIG. 2. Mesh independence tests for the two MT models: (a) \( \sigma = 1.0 \text{ mm} \). (b) \( \sigma = 0.5 \text{ mm} \).
where $V_{m,ini}$ is the initial total mucus volume in the computational domain and $\Delta V_m$ is the accumulated mucus volume change.

D. Boundary and initial conditions

1. Inlet boundary conditions with transient cough wave

Two transient cough waveforms were applied as the inlet boundary conditions at the trachea opening (see Fig. 4), representing the expiratory conditions. Specifically, to study cough strength (CS) effects on mucus movement and clearance in the upper airway, two different transient cough waveforms were employed with different averaged flow rates (see Fig. 4). As shown in Fig. 4, the waveform of CS-I is based on the measurements of 25 human subjects,57–59 and it has been employed in previous studies.60–63 The other waveform, CS-II, was generated by amplifying CS-I twice to investigate the cough strength effect on mucus movement and clearance.

2. Airway wall and outlet boundary conditions

The airway walls are assumed to be stationary and non-slip. The gauge pressure at the mouth opening is equal to the atmospheric pressure. Additionally, the backflow direction at the mouth opening is determined based on the direction of the flow in the cell layer adjacent to the mouth opening outlet.56

3. Initialization for mucus regions

To represent the existence of a mucus layer at the inner wall of the airways, two mucus thicknesses $\sigma = 0.5 \text{ mm}$ and $\sigma = 1.0 \text{ mm}$ were used to represent two different COPD severities, i.e., GOLD I and GOLD II,64–67 based on the fact that COPD stages in this work were classified by the high-secreted mucus volume lined to the airway wall, leading to constricted airway lumen and airflow obstructions.56 Additionally, the volume fraction $\alpha_m$ in the near-wall region with specific $\sigma$ was initialized to be equal to 1.0.

4. Numerical setup

VOF simulations were executed using Ansys Fluent 2020 R1 (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA). Simulations in the straight tube for model validations were performed on a local Dell Precision T7910 workstation (Intel Xeon Processor E5-2683 v4 with dual processors, 32 cores, and 256 GB RAM); it took ~48 h to finish the simulation with the physical time duration 5.0 s. Simulations in the idealized upper airway geometry were ran on the supercomputer "Pete" at the High Performance Computing Center (HPCC) at Oklahoma State University (OSU) (Intel Xenon Processor Gold 6130 CPU with dual processors, 32 cores, 64 threads, and 96 GB RAM). In Newtonian fluid simulations, each case took ~120 h to compute one cough-wave duration 0.5126 s, while ~168 h were spent calculating one case for the non-Newtonian fluid simulations. The Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operator (PISO) algorithm was employed for the pressure–velocity coupling, and the least-squares cell-based scheme was applied to calculate the cell gradient. The Pressure Staggering Option (PRESTO!) scheme was employed for pressure discretization. The compressive method was used for the spatial discretization of the volume fraction. In addition, the second-order upwind scheme was applied for the discretization of momentum and turbulent kinetic energy. Convergence is defined for continuity, momentum, and supplementary equations when residuals are lower than $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. VOF model validation

To validate the VOF model, mucus thickness, mucus transport velocity, and mucus volume fraction were compared with the experimental data57 under different boundary conditions in the 3D straight tube (see the supplementary material for the geometry and mesh details). In the simulations for model validation, the mucus feeding rate $q_m = 1 \text{ ml/min}$, and the airflow rate $q_a = 19.5 \text{ ml/min}$. The steady state was considered achieved when the mucus feed rate in the straight tube became equal to the mucus outflow rate. Dependent variables
employed in the validation (see Fig. 5) are defined as follows. The mean mucus layer transport velocity $\overline{v}_m$ is defined as

$$\overline{v}_m = \frac{4q_m}{\pi D^2} \left( 1 - \left( 1 - \frac{2\sigma}{D} \right)^2 \right)^{-1}, \quad (14)$$

where $q_m$ is the mucus feeding rate and $D$ is the straight tube diameter. Equation (14) can be simplified with the function of mucus volume fraction $a_m$ as follows:

$$\overline{v}_m = \frac{4q_m}{\pi D^2 a_m}, \quad (15)$$

$$\sigma = \frac{D}{2} \left( 1 - (1 - a_m)^{-0.5} \right). \quad (16)$$

As shown in Figs. 5(a)–5(c), except for the relative error of the mucus transport velocity $\overline{v}_m$, which is $\sim$8% between simulations and experiments, the relative errors of mean mucus layer thickness $\sigma$ and mucus volume fraction $a_m$ are both less than 5%. With good agreement compared with the experimental data, the capability of the VOF model is validated to predict mucus movement behaviors in this study.

B. Newtonian vs non-Newtonian mucus viscosity models

To investigate whether using the simplified Newtonian fluid model will induce significant differences in mucus transport and clearance, the CFD results are compared using Newtonian fluid and non-Newtonian fluid models. Specifically, Figs. 6 and 7 manifest noticeable differences between Newtonian fluid (7.9 Pa s) and non-Newtonian fluid (1.0 Pa s–14.9 Pa s) in calculations of the mucus clearance efficiency $\eta_c$. In the different zones of the MT model, it shows that the non-Newtonian fluid simulations provide higher mucus clearance efficiency than the Newtonian fluid simulations with the same cough strengths and mucus thicknesses. Such an observation is consistent with the perspectives from previous studies that pseudoplastic non-Newtonian fluids with shear-thinning behavior can transport more efficiently than Newtonian fluids. This conclusion can also be
proved directly not only from the comparisons of mucus clearance efficiency (see Figs. 6 and 7) but also from results based on the average mucus volumetric flow rate $\bar{q}_m$ in a cough wave at selected time stations in the MT models (see Table II). In the non-Newtonian fluid simulations, the clearance efficiency $\eta_m$ or volumetric flow rate $\bar{q}_m$ is about 3.41 (with CS-II and $\sigma = 1.0$ mm) to 7.80 (with CS-I and $\sigma = 0.5$ mm) times higher than the values with the Newtonian fluid (see Tables II and III). Similarly, regional clearance efficiencies in Z-1, Z-2, Z-3, and Z-1 + Z-2 (see Figs. 6 and 7) demonstrate that mucus can be transported faster by the cough-driven airflow using the non-Newtonian power-law model, which exhibits a proportional increase in the shear rate as a function of shear stress. It should be noted that mucus accumulation appears in local region Z-3 in both Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid simulations. In non-Newtonian fluid simulations with the shear-thinning properties, mucus accumulation is slower and mucus transport is faster than in Newtonian fluid simulations (see Figs. 6 and 7).

These phenomena can be explained based on comparisons between the velocity profiles and vectors and mucus transport characteristics in the MT model (see Figs. 8–15). Nondimensionlized velocity magnitude $V$ and mucus volume fraction $\alpha_m$ variations near the air–mucus interfaces at cross sections C–C' and D–D' are enlarged and shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Using the iso-surfaces $\alpha_m = 0.01$, the air–mucus interfaces are visualized in Figs. 10 and 12–14. Accordingly, the velocities in the mucus phase with $0.01 \leq \alpha_m \leq 1$ were employed to calculate the average mucus movement velocity $v_m$ at different sides of the cross sections C–C' and D–D' are listed in Table IV. As shown by the comparisons between non-Newtonian fluid and Newtonian fluid (CS-I and $\sigma = 1.0$ mm) at the locations near C and C' sides [I and II in Fig. 8(a)] at $t = 0.05$ s, $v_m$ in the non-Newtonian fluid simulations are $\approx 0.1106$ m/s and 1.2277 m/s, while $v_m$ in the Newtonian fluid simulations are much lower, i.e., 0.0029 m/s and 0.1739 m/s at corresponding sides. The above-mentioned comparison indicates that the mucus near the air–mucus interface can be cleared more than three times faster than the Newtonian fluid at this time location [see Fig. 8(a) and Table IV]. Using the Newtonian fluid property may underpredict the mucus clearance efficiency with significant errors. The velocity vectors shown in Figs. 12 and 13 indicate that the

---

**FIG. 6.** Mucus clearance efficiency in the MT model with Newtonian mucus under different conditions: (a) CS-I and $\sigma = 1.0$ mm. (b) CS-I and $\sigma = 0.5$ mm. (c) CS-II and $\sigma = 1.0$ mm. (d) CS-II and $\sigma = 0.5$ mm.
changes in mucus transport characteristics can lead to different secondary flow patterns. Specifically, the highlighted regions in Figs. 12 and 13 show that stronger secondary flows are developed in the non-Newtonian fluid with shear-thinning behaviors, which can assist in clearing the mucus faster than Newtonian fluid.71 Similarly, the comparable results of average mucus movement velocity \( v_m \) at the locations close to both \( D \) and \( D' \) sides have been obtained under corresponding cough strength and mucus thickness between

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>0.15</th>
<th>0.20</th>
<th>0.30</th>
<th>0.40</th>
<th>0.5126</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mucus thickness (mm)</td>
<td>Mucus viscosity (Pa s)</td>
<td>Cough strength</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>CS-I</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–14.8</td>
<td>CS-I</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>7.64</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>7.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>CS-II</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–14.8</td>
<td>CS-II</td>
<td>17.73</td>
<td>31.10</td>
<td>30.25</td>
<td>24.61</td>
<td>16.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>CS-I</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–14.8</td>
<td>CS-I</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>CS-II</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–14.8</td>
<td>CS-II</td>
<td>11.27</td>
<td>10.49</td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**FIG. 8.** Nondimensionalized velocity profiles and mucus volume fraction at the cross section C–C₀ computed with CS-I and mucus properties at different time stations in a cough wave: (a) $t = 0.05$ s; (b) $t = 0.09$ s; and (c) $t = 0.40$ s.

**TABLE III.** Mucus clearance efficiency (%) at selected time stations during a single cough.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Mucus thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Mucus viscosity (Pa s)</th>
<th>Cough strength</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>CS-I</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1–14.8</td>
<td>CS-I</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>6.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>CS-II</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>7.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–14.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.83</td>
<td>24.71</td>
<td>40.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>CS-I</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1–14.8</td>
<td>CS-I</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>5.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>CS-II</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>4.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–14.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.36</td>
<td>17.37</td>
<td>24.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
non-Newtonian fluid and Newtonian fluid at time stations, i.e., $t = 0.05 \text{ s}$ and $0.09 \text{ s}$, shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) and in Table IV. Moreover, a non-Newtonian mucus velocity is lower than the simulation results with the Newtonian mucus simplifications [see Fig. 9(c) and Table IV] under stronger cough strength (CS-II) at $t = 0.40 \text{ s}$. This is due to the more dominant viscous dissipation effect of the airway wall boundaries with the thinner mucus layer in non-Newtonian simulations [see Fig. 9(c)].

In summary, significant differences between the simulations using idealized Newtonian fluid and realistic non-Newtonian fluid viscosities were observed in mucus clearance efficiency and characteristics in the upper airways. To avoid possible errors induced by the Newtonian fluid simplification, it is highly recommended to employ non-Newtonian fluid models [see Eqs. (5a)–(5c)] instead of the simplified Newtonian fluid viscosity model when modeling mucus movement behaviors in upper airway computational domains. Since it has
be confirmed in this section that the non-Newtonian fluid simulations are more realistic and accurate, we would like to focus on the discussions based on non-Newtonian fluid simulation results in Secs. III C–III E for parametric analyses.

C. Effects of mucus thickness

Two mucus thicknesses $\sigma = 1.0$ mm and $0.5$ mm were employed in this study to morphologically represent two COPD levels, i.e., GOLD I and GOLD II (see Fig. 1) for investigating the mucus thickness effects on mucus clearance efficiency and transport behaviors. Specifically, the simulation results in mucus clearance efficiency in different regions (see Fig. 7), average mucus transport velocities (see Figs. 8 and 9), velocity magnitudes at the sagittal plane ($Z = 0$) [see Figs. 11(c), 11(d), 15(c), and 15(d)], and mucus characteristics in representative local regions (see Fig. 16) are compared. Figures 7(a) and 7(c) show the regional mucus clearance efficiencies ($\eta_{cv}$) in the MT model with $\sigma = 1.0$ mm, and Figs. 7(b) and 7(d) show $\eta_{cv}$ values with $\sigma = 0.5$ mm during a single cough at different time stations. In addition, Table III lists the $\eta_{cv}$ values at different times and shows that the maximum $\eta_{cv}$ is 45.08%, which is with strong cough CS-II and $\sigma = 1.0$ mm, and the minimum $\eta_{cv}$ is 10.77%, which is with mild cough CS-I and $\sigma = 0.5$ mm. Comparisons between Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) demonstrate that with the same cough waveform, CS-I, the upper airway model with thicker mucus generates higher mucus clearance efficiency. A similar observation can be found in the simulations with CS-II [see Figs. 7(c) and 7(d)]. Specifically, with the same cough waveform, $\eta_{cv}$ in the MT model with $\sigma = 1.0$ mm is about two times of the $\eta_{cv}$ value in the MT model with $\sigma = 0.5$ mm. The higher $\eta_{cv}$ is because the average mucus volumetric flow rate $\overline{\eta}_{m}$ with $\sigma = 1.0$ mm is ~4 times of $\overline{\eta}_{m}$ with $\sigma = 0.5$ mm (see Table III). Although when cough strengths are the same, thicker mucus can lead to a smaller lumen for the airflow. The smaller lumen can lead to a higher velocity gradient and shear stress at the air–mucus interfaces [see Figs. 11(c), 11(d), 15(c), and 15(d)]. As an example of the evidence to support the above-mentioned underlying fluid dynamics, the average mucus velocity $\overline{v}_{m}$ in the upper airway with $\sigma = 1.0$ mm is higher than $\overline{v}_{m}$ in the simulation results with $\sigma = 0.5$ mm (see Figs. 8 and 9 and Table IV).

It can also be found that the mucus layer thickness varies spatially in different regions (i.e., Z-1, Z-2, and Z-3) during the clearance process driven by the coughs [see Figs. 7(a), 7(c), 10, 14, and 16]. Mucus can be accumulated and entrapped in Z-3 with a more severe COPD level [see R-1 to R-3 in Figs. 16(a) and 16(b)], especially under the condition with CS-I that the clearance efficiencies are negative at all selected time stations (see Fig. 7). Such an accumulation effect in Z-3 is because the mucus in Z-1 and Z-2 can move into Z-3 easily, but not be able to move further to the mouth front due to the combined effect of gravity and low airflow momentum [see Figs. 11(c), 11(d), 15(c), and 15(d)]. In contrast, with $\sigma = 0.5$ mm, the mucus thickness is distributed more evenly and has no distinguished changes in the submucibular region (see R-3 in Figs. 16(c) and 16(d)), which indicates no accumulation of the mucus in Z-3 during the expiratory cough when the COPD condition is not severe.

Moreover, it has been commonly recognized that mucus can be easily spat out from the mouth by moving the oral muscles if mucus can be transported through the throat from the trachea to the oral region.7,23 Thus, the total mucus clearance efficiency in Z-1 and Z-2 may be more informative to represent the difficulty in mucus clearance.
FIG. 12. Velocity vectors in selected planes C–C' and D–D' with CS I at $t = 0.09$ s with different mucus properties: (a) $\sigma = 1.0$ mm with Newtonian fluid; (b) $\sigma = 1.0$ mm and non-Newtonian fluid; (c) $\sigma = 0.5$ mm and Newtonian fluid; and (d) $\sigma = 0.5$ mm and non-Newtonian fluid.

FIG. 13. Velocity vectors in selected planes C–C' and D–D' with CS II at $t = 0.09$ s with different mucus characteristics: (a) $\sigma = 1.0$ mm with Newtonian fluid; (b) $\sigma = 1.0$ mm and non-Newtonian fluid; (c) $\sigma = 0.5$ mm and Newtonian fluid; and (d) $\sigma = 0.5$ mm and non-Newtonian fluid.

FIG. 14. Mucus distributions in the sagittal plane ($Z = 0$) with CS-I at $t = 0.40$ s under different mucus thicknesses and mucus rheological properties: (a) $\sigma = 1.0$ mm with Newtonian fluid; (b) $\sigma = 0.5$ mm and Newtonian fluid; (c) $\sigma = 1.0$ mm and non-Newtonian fluid; and (d) $\sigma = 0.5$ mm and non-Newtonian fluid.

FIG. 15. Velocity magnitudes in the sagittal plane ($z = 0$) with CS-II at $t = 0.40$ s under different mucus thicknesses and mucus rheological properties: (a) $\sigma = 1.0$ mm with Newtonian fluid; (b) $\sigma = 0.5$ mm and Newtonian mucus; (c) $\sigma = 1.0$ mm and non-Newtonian mucus; and (d) $\sigma = 0.5$ mm and non-Newtonian fluid.
than the entire MT model. However, it is interesting to find that with a mild COPD condition (i.e., \( r = 0.5 \) mm), the clearance efficiency in the entire MT model is higher than the total of Z-1 and Z-2 [see Figs. 7(b) and 7(d)]. This is because volume of mucus feeding in Z-3 is less than the amount cleared out from this region, implying that the viscosity resistance plays a more significant role in the mucus transport behaviors.

D. Effects of cough strength

Two cough waveforms, i.e., CS-I and CS-II, representing two different cough strengths (see Fig. 4) with the relationship of \( q_{CS-I} = 1/2q_{CS-II} \), were employed to investigate the cough strength effects on mucus clearance efficiency. Mucus clearance efficiency (see Fig. 7), air–mucus interface characteristics at selected planes C–C’ and D–D’ [see Figs. 12(b), 12(d), 13(b), and 13(d)], and local mucus distribution patterns (see Fig. 16) are visualized and discussed in this section.

The mucus clearance efficiencies shown in Fig. 7 imply that cough intensity plays a critical role in mucus clearance efficiency and mucus movement behaviors. Specifically, stronger cough (CS-II) can enhance the clearance efficiency, which is aligned with previous studies in idealized tracheas and bifurcated airways. However, the mucus in the right side of the supraglottic region and the oropharynx see the highlighted circled region in Figs. 14(c)

TABLE IV. Average mucus velocity \( \tau_m (m/s) \) at each across planes C–C’ and D–D’ at selected time stations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Mucus thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Mucus viscosity (Pa s)</th>
<th>Cough strength</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>C’</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>D’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>CS-I</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
<td>0.1739</td>
<td>0.0195</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>0.3610</td>
<td>1.0864</td>
<td>0.0274</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>1.2773</td>
<td>2.5962</td>
<td>0.0347</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–14.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.0456</td>
<td>1.1414</td>
<td>11.8016</td>
<td>0.3814</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.0293</td>
<td>0.7374</td>
<td>1.0345</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>CS-II</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
<td>1.3163</td>
<td>8.8395</td>
<td>0.1527</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>1.7271</td>
<td>11.4333</td>
<td>0.0649</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.0771</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–14.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.1522</td>
<td>8.5800</td>
<td>8.1432</td>
<td>1.1024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.2046</td>
<td>0.9130</td>
<td>8.6889</td>
<td>0.4422</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
<td>No mucus</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>CS-I</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–14.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
<td>0.2114</td>
<td>0.5570</td>
<td>0.2112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>CS-II</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.0119</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>1.0773</td>
<td>0.3384</td>
<td>0.0329</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–14.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>0.3119</td>
<td>0.4813</td>
<td>0.2182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mucus clearance efficiencies in the MT model with CS-II are 2.31 and 2.51 times higher than CS-I in two COPD severity levels, i.e., GOLD I and GOLD II, respectively (see Table III). In addition, the cough intensity can affect the mucus characteristics in the upper airways significantly [see Figs. 12(b), 12(d), 13(b), and 13(d)]. Figure 7 shows that a stronger cough can help COPD patients to carry the mucus from the trachea to the oral cavity. Such a phenomenon is more apparent in the upper airways with the thicker mucus condition. Indeed, the mucus initially in the trachea and the oropharynx (Z-1 and Z-2) moved into the oral cavity (Z-3). Therefore, mucus accumulations are formed in the oral cavity, which causes decreases in clearance efficiency in Z-3 (see Fig. 7). Additionally, as shown in highlighted regions at C–C’ and D–D’ (see Figs. 8 and 9), the stronger cough can generate a thinner mucus layer due to the higher shear rate at the air–mucus interface that could be developed by a higher expiratory airflow velocity. Comparisons between Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) show that the mucus can overcome the gravity and viscous force in Z-1 when the expiratory airflow rate is higher than 6.59 L/s and avoid the mucus accumulation from Z-1 and Z-2 in this region with \( r = 1.0 \) mm. This observation is supported by mucus volume fraction contours shown in Figs. 16(a) and 16(b).
and 14(d), as well as R-1 and R-2 in Fig. 16, is cleared by the increased expiratory airflow. Such a fast removal could lead to direct exposure of the airway to inhaled air, toxicants, and virus-laden droplets without the protection of mucus, which may cause potential damages to the airway tissue and enhanced exposure risks. Thus, attention should be paid when the COPD patients develop intense cough strength to assist mucus clearance in pulmonary airways.

E. Transient effects of expiratory airflows on mucus clearance efficiency

During a single cough (see Fig. 4), the airflow-driven mucus clearance varies with time. Specifically, since the air velocity increases sharply to the maximum at $t = 0.09$ s and then decreases from 0.09 s to 0.40 s, the clearance efficiency (see Fig. 7) increases rapidly until $t = 0.09$ s, while the growth rate tends to slow down after $t = 0.40$ s. This can be explained by the fact that the larger shear stress produced by higher velocities around the cough peak can carry the mucus faster than when the airflow velocity is low. In all selected time stations (see Table III), i.e., $t = 0.05$ s, 0.09 s, 0.15 s, 0.20 s, 0.30 s, 0.40 s, and 0.5126 s, the mucus was cleared more efficiently with CS-II and $\sigma = 1.0$ mm, which is also due to the high expiratory airflows (also see Secs. III C and III D). It is also worth mentioning that the clearance efficiencies reach a quasi-steady state after 0.3 s for both CS I and CS II (see Fig. 7). The negligible increase in clearance efficiency is due to the reduced mucus velocity after 0.3 s (see Table IV), determined by the reduced expiratory airflow velocity after 0.3 (see Fig. 2).

Additionally, gravity also has a noticeable impact on the mucus transport and clearance, which can be observed from the clearance efficiency in Z-1 from $t = 0.40$ s to the end of the cough (see Table V and Fig. 7). Specifically, the mucus clearance efficiency in Z-1 decreases from $t = 0.40$ s to $t = 0.5126$ s. The decline in mucus clearance efficiency is because of the reversed flow from the upper airway to the trachea (i.e., from Z-2 back to Z-1) driven by the gravitational force. Therefore, reasonably intense expiratory airflow is needed to overcome gravity and to enhance the mucus clearance efficiency, although it will be difficult to achieve for severe COPD patients.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The effects of the mucus viscosity model, cough strength, and mucus thickness on the airflow-driven COPD mucus clearance.
process have been studied systematically in this paper using an experimentally validated VOF model. Quantitative conclusions are listed as follows:

(a) Using the Newtonian fluid viscosity model for mucus can significantly underpredict the mucus transport velocity and clearance, compared with the numerical results using a more realistic shear-thinning non-Newtonian fluid viscosity model. Therefore, it is highly recommended to model the mucus as a shear-thinning non-Newtonian fluid, rather than to simplify it as a Newtonian fluid. The conclusion should be further validated by experiments as future studies.

(b) The cough intensity plays a critical role in affecting mucus movement and clearance, i.e., the higher cough flow rate can increase the mucus clearance efficiency in the upper airway.

(c) Although higher mucus clearance efficiency is observed for a severe COPD condition with a thicker mucus layer, there is a possibility of mucus accumulation and obstruction in the upper airway for such a COPD condition if the cough is not strong enough, which will possibly cause further breathing difficulty.

V. LIMITATION OF THE STUDY AND FUTURE WORK

Mucus presents viscoelastic behaviors and shear-thinning characteristics, which were not considered in this study. Our long-term goal is to model the mucus viscoelasticity in computational lung aerosol dynamics studies. This study also did not simulate the cilia motion and the driven mucus transport phenomena explicitly. Accordingly, the feasible modeling strategy of the future work is to build a VOF plus Discrete Phase Model (VOF-DPM) with moving boundary conditions to explicitly model how cilia beats can drive the mucus, and track the air–mucus mixture, and trace the mucus clearance effect with the explicit tracking of inhaled particle transport in pulmonary airflow and mucus. The moving wall boundary conditions, i.e., the transient cilia beating velocities, can be applied, following the physiologically realistic beating patterns. The cilia velocity can be given in the form of a Fourier series.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for the complete mesh independence test for the 3D straight tube for VOF model validation with benchmark experimental data.
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TABLE V. Mucus clearance efficiency (%) in non-Newtonian fluid simulations at Z-1 during a single cough.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Cough strength</th>
<th>0.05</th>
<th>0.09</th>
<th>0.15</th>
<th>0.20</th>
<th>0.30</th>
<th>0.40</th>
<th>0.5126</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucus thickness (mm)</td>
<td>CS-I</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>16.26</td>
<td>20.92</td>
<td>25.11</td>
<td>25.13</td>
<td>25.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-II</td>
<td>8.19</td>
<td>31.78</td>
<td>38.69</td>
<td>41.71</td>
<td>42.86</td>
<td>42.92</td>
<td>42.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>CS-I</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-II</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>7.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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